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EE201 Problem Set 6: Building a CPU, part 1
Due via provide 4:30pm, April 6 2019

Design

Build a minimalistic processor which can handle the ARM instructions ADD, SUB, AND, and ORR. The
instructions should be able to operate on either one register and an immediate, or two registers.

The basic structure of the instruction is below; see Appendix B in the textbook for more details.
31 28 27 26 25 24 21 20 19 16 15 12 11 0

cond 00 I cmd S Rn Rd Src2

The 4-bit command field specifies a number of operations, but the important ones for now are:

cmd Operation

0000 Bitwise AND
0010 Subtract
0100 Add
1100 Bitwise OR

Code for major components of the processor is provided in section 7.6 of the textbook.

Where do I start?

There’s no right or wrong way to go about this, but here’s one possible approach:

1. Build the ROM module and the program counter. Check that the program counter properly increments
on each clock cycle, and that each successive instruction is read from ROM.

2. Build the decoder, and check that it produces the correct register and immediate select bits.

3. Build the module to shift/extend immediates, and check that it produces the correct values for opera-
tions with immediates.

4. Build the ALU, and connect it to the register file and immediate-extension module.

5. Test writing back to the register file, and confirm that you can perform longer computations correctly
(e.g., a + b + c).

6. Finally, test your processor on some simple assembly programs. You can generate binaries using the
tools on the course website.

Testing

For now, we will use the output of the ALU as the “result”, and manually examine whether it is correct. In
future homeworks, we’ll have proper results and make this more robust.

Since we don’t have a LDR instruction yet, we have to initialize all of the registers to zero, otherwise they’ll
be stuck uninitialized forever. You can do this as you declare your memory array, like so:



type ramtype is array(15 downto 0) of std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
signal mem : ramtype := (0 => 32d"0", others => 32d"0");

You might want to use an ARM simulator called Visual (https://salmanarif.bitbucket.io/visual/
index.html) to simulate arbitrary ARM assembly code. It lets you single-step through the code and shows
exactly what happens to each register.

Submission

Zip up all of your code and files, and submit it via provide hw6.

Up next

The next assignment will be to add the STR, LDR, and B (branch) instructions to your processor.
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